Vilna River

Ukrainian: Viliya or Vilia [Вілія]
Russian: Viliya [Вилия]
Polish: Wilja
German: Wilija

NOTE: Not to be confused with the river of the same name which is a tributary of the Neman River flowing through Belarus and Lithuania.

Jake Unruh depicts the Vilna River flowing through the western section of his map of Leeleva Village\(^1\). This river, known as the Viliya or Vilia in Ukrainian and Russian, is the second-largest waterway that crossed Ostrog County in the 19\(^{th}\) Century and one of the largest left-bank (western) tributaries of the Huron (Goryn) River. The Vilna rises in the hills near the village of Pidlisne (also known as Podlesnoye or Podwysokie), several miles south of the town of Kremenets’ (Kremenets’ is about 37 miles southwest of Ostrog).

The Vilna meanders in a generally northeast direction through the villages of Shumsk and Surazh and entered Ostrog County territory near the village of Zakot. The Vilna flowed through Kunoff (Kuniv) Parish passing through the villages of Vilia (today known as Zarichchya and Zahreblya), Dolochchia, Kunoff (Kuniv), Antonovka (Antonivka), Komminka (Kam’yanka), and Mezhrych before flowing into the Huron on the northeastern side of the Town of Ostrog\(^2\).
This 19th Century map shows the Vilna valley as the river passes Kunoff (Kuniow), Antonovka (Antonwka), Komminka (Kamionka) and Mezhyrich (Mendzyrzczyz) on its way around the south side of Ostrog. The river’s banks being very low and shallow, the valley through which the river flows is filled with marshes.
This photo shows a ford on the Vilna River, south of Mezhyrich

On its way past Mezhyrich, just 7 miles north of Leeleva (Lesna), the Vilna slips by one of the most impressive architectural sights in all of Ukraine, the Mezhyrich Monastery. The walls of the 14th Century monastery rise just several hundred feet north of the river’s edge.
The medieval monastery was Franciscan Catholic until the mid-19th Century. This watercolor pencil drawing by the Polish-Lithuanian artist Napoleon Orda shows the monastery in the 1800s as viewed from the north.

After 1866, the facility was taken over by local Ukrainian clergy and consecrated as Orthodox. The blue and gold spires of the Trinity Cathedral rise behind the thick walls and towers. Many miracles have been attributed to the icon, the miraculous image of Our Lady Zhyttyepodatelnytsya (Божої Матері Життєподательниця), also known as the Virgin Hodegetria (Богородиця Одигітрія, the Virgin of Salvation or Health) which is housed here. The icon is Byzantine in origin, perhaps as old as the 15th Century.
During the 1950s, the Soviets built three hydro-electric plants along the Vilna River just outside the village of Mezhyrich, bringing some of the first electricity to the area. A sub-station stood between the banks of the river and the monastery walls. Many of the residents at that time were scared of electricity and did not want the plants in their village. By 1965, however, the area was connected to the larger Soviet power grid and Mezhyrich’s three hydro-electric plants were taken off line.
As the river passed through the Town of Ostrog, it formed the boundary between different portions of the Town; Ostrog castle sitting on a hill on the northern bank, Ostrog New City (Nowo Miasto; Nove Misto) stretching out from the southern bank. This watercolor by the Polish artist Zygmunt Vogel from the mid-19th Century shows Ostrog Castle in the background with the Vilna passing in foreground\textsuperscript{11}.

“View of Ostrog” by Zygmunt Vogel
This is a view of a bridge crossing the Vilna looking north into Ostrog. Note the spires of the restored Epiphany Cathedral just to the right (east) of straight ahead on the bridge. Epiphany Cathedral is the church which stands inside the walls of the Ostrog Castle. During much of the 19th Century, the church stood in ruins (as seen on Vogel’s watercolor), but restoration was begun by the last decade of the century.\textsuperscript{12}
The Vilna was notable in the 19th Century for the many beautiful lakes rising along its path. Below is a view of the lake near Suraz on the Vilna. Tributaries in Ostrog County included the Ustya and the Gutis’ka Rivers.
Water covered about 1.5% of the land area of Ostrog County in the late 19th Century and the Vilna and its lakes contributed a large portion of that. A 19th Century Polish Gazetteer indicates that the Vilna was 3 to 5 sazhens wide and 2 to 3 sazhens deep. The river’s flow rate was around 1.5 feet per second and the spring flood covered the whole valley 3 sazhens deep.

The Ternopil Encyclopedic Dictionary indicates the Vilna today is annually frozen from mid-December through early March and that the river drains an area of 1815 km².
Maria Ratzlaff Penner says villagers could hear winter ice crunching in the river from Leeleva. This map shows the Vilna in relation to the village of Lesna.
The Vilna formed a portion of the border between Poland (Second Republic) and the USSR from 1921 until 1939 when the area was annexed by the USSR as part of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. It was at this time that the name of the German village of Karolswalde was changed to Prykordonne, which is a Ukrainian equivalent of “border”. During this time, many Poles living in the villages to the southeast of the Vilna attempted their escape from the Soviet Union by crossing the river.22
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